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1 Introduction 
Validoo Q-lab assures that the Trade Item Information matches the product sample. Even if 
the Trade Item Information validated in Validoo Item is logically accurate, it can prove to not 
be consistent with the product sample. The only way to be sure that the information is 
consistent is to compare the trade item information with a product sample, and that is what 
Validoo Q-lab helps with. Validoo Q-lab also does a comprehensive check that the barcode 
on the product is correctly applied. Your buyer(s) decide if you should check your trade item 
information in Validoo Q-lab. 

2 Purpose of this document 
The quality assurance rules of Validoo Q-lab have been developed with the help of Validoo’s 
user groups. The rules are based on GS1’s standards and regulations, including GS1’s 
standard for trade item information. 

The purpose of this document is to describe the rules that apply for the quality assurance of 
Trade Item Information and bar codes in Validoo Q-lab, which attributes are concerned and the 
results that you can obtain. The document also describes what is included in the quality 
assurance and how it works. 

3 Scope 
This document specifies the rules that apply to a certain attribute. Note that one attribute can 
be present in several rules. An example of this is the attribute T3338 Descriptive size which is 
included in two rules: one checking that the size entered in the information is in accordance 
with what is stated on the pack, and another rule to check that the information is correct 
according to the print rules. A full description of the attributes (including the print rules) can the 
found in the business document specification for Trade Item Information. 

4 Type of product sample 
Validoo Q-lab can validate the trade item information by comparing it to a production sample or 
conduct a preliminary check using a prototype, a variant-based item or an identical existing 
item. In the appendix of this document there is a table describing which rules are checked for 
different types of product samples. 

5 Results 
A quality assurance can generate two different results for a trade item identified with a GTIN: 

• OK (approved) 
The trade item information is in accordance with the sent in product sample. The 
barcode is of good quality. 

• NOK (not approved) 
The trade item information is not in correspondence with the sent in sample. The 
barcode does not follow the global guidelines. 

In addition a certain rule can generate an individual result: 

• Warning (a correction is advised) 

• N/A (not applicable, it was not possible to perform an assessment of the attribute). 

http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Trade-Item-Information/Specifications/
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6 Quality assurance rules for trade item information 
The following describes all quality assurance rules that are checked in Validoo Q-lab. 

6.1 Item identity  

Functional name (T0018) 

735502 
 

The functional name entered in the trade item information must be the 
functional name of a sample of the consumer pack.. 

OK/NOK 

The functional name is a general description of the items function or type of goods, such as 
"bookshelf" or "fruit juice". The functional name can often be derived from the product classification. 
The functional name need not be printed on the packaging. 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Functional name does not contain brand or size, for 
example "Billy Bookshelf" or "Cornflakes 500g". If this occurs, it is considered NOK. Also, the visual 
check ascertains that the Functional name does not include the sellers internal item number or 
other unintelligible text string, for example "ABC78317". If this occurs, it is considered NOK. 
Some imported items may have no text in Swedish. This does not affect the assessment of the 
Functional name. In the trade item information, the Functional name should always be in Swedish, 
with a Swedish character set, even if the text on the package is in another language.  

Trade item, GTIN (T0154) 

735513 The Trade item, GTIN (T0154) in the trade item information must be the same 

as the GTIN on the sample. 
OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
Under the barcode on the sample the items GTIN is printed in digits. A visual check is made to 
determine that the numbers in the information are the same as the numbers on the sample. 

 

735514 The barcode on the sample must be machine-readable and the GTIN and 
the read GTIN must be the same as the number printed under the barcode.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A handheld scanner, model DataLogic Heron D130 Black, is used for this check. The numbers read 
by the handheld scanner must be in accordance with the GTIN in the trade item information. 

 

735516 A consumer package must not be marked with more than one barcode that 
is machine-readable. This means that when several consumer items are 
packed together in a multipack it must not be possible to scan the barcode of 
the individual items, only the barcode on the multipack. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
If the sample is a multipack, it is checked for any visible barcodes on the individual packs inside the 
multipack. If there are visible barcodes they are scanned with the haldheld scanner DataLogic 
Heron D130 Black. If the individual barcodes are machine-readable the result is NOK.  
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735517 If “Is trade item a variable unit” (T0186) = true in the trade item information 
for a consumer package the sample must have a variable weight prefix in the 
barcode. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the GTIN in the trade item information has a variable 
weight prefix. Read more about variable weight products on the GS1 Sweden website here. 

Brand name (T0143) 

735542 The Brand name (T0143) in the trade item information must be the same as 
the brand on the sample of a consumer item. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Brand name is filled in the trade item information and 
is the same as on the sample. The brand name should be printed on the sample to be approved as 
the items brand. The Brand name must only contain the company name if the brand is actually the 
same as the company name. 
If the item has no packaging on the consumer item (ie bake-off bread) the outer pack will be 
checked for a brand to compare with the trade item information. It is therefore important to state the 
brand somewhere on the sample. 
If any product characteristic (ie “bulk”) is filled in as part of the Brand name in the trade item 
information it is considered NOK. 

 

6.2 Packaging 

Packaging type code (T0137) 

735510 Packaging typr code (T0137) in the trade item information must be the same 

as the packaging type(s) of the sample. 
OK/NOK 

When comparing the packaging types the following code values are equated: 

• Box (BX) and Carton (CT) 

• Tub (TB) and Jar (JR) 
Read more about packaging type codes on the GS1 Sweden website here: 

 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the the code(s) in the trade item information are the same 
as the packaging of the sample.  

Returnable package deposit identification (T0148) 

735533 If there is Returnable package deposit identification (T0148) filled in the 
trade item information it must be the same as the deposit of the sample 
package. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the code in the trade item information is the same type as 
the sample. 

 

http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Items-with-variable-weight
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t0137-packaging-type-code
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Storage temperature 

Maximum temperature (T3796) 

735701 If the code STORAGE_HANDLING is chosen from the code list (T3822) the 
attribute Maximum temperature (T3796) in the trade item information must 
be the same as the maximum storage temperature that is printed on the 
sample.  

OK/NOK 

Storage temperature indicates how the product should be stored and kept. The information is for 
warehouse, distribution and stores. It is NOT information intended for the consumer. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the maximum temperature in the trade item information is 
the same as on the sample. 
Please note! 
If you want to provide the temperature indicated on the consumer unit, instead use T3775 
Consumer storage instruction. Storage temperature for the consumer may differ from the storage 
temperature in the shop. 
We read the temperature from the outer package if the consumer product is not in an individual 
packaging, for example bake off bread or baking potato. It is therefore important to specify the 
information. 

Minimum temperature, (T3797) 

735702 If the code STORAGE_HANDLING is chosen from the code list (T3822) the 

attribute Minimum temperature (T3796) in the trade item information must be 

the same as the minimum storage temperature that is printed on the sample.  

OK/NOK 

Storage temperature indicates how the product should be stored and kept. The information is for 
warehouse, distribution and stores. It is NOT information intended for the consumer. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the minimum temperature in the trade item information is 
the same as on the sample. 
Please note! 
If you want to provide the temperature indicated on the consumer unit, instead use T3775 
Consumer storage instruction. Storage temperature for the consumer may differ from the storage 
temperature in the shop. 
Validoo Q-lab reads the temperature from the outer package if the consumer product is not in an 
individual packaging, for example bake off bread or baking potato. It is therefore important to 
specify the information. 

Packaging function code (T4124) 

735552 
If the sample is marked with packed in a modified atmosphere, the 
code value for Packaging function (T4066) should be the same.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine if the sample is marked with packed in a modified atmosphere, 
and if it is: that the code ”modified atmosphere” is filled in Packaging function code (T4124) in the 
trade item information. 
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6.3 Trade item hierarchy 

Quantity of next lower level trade item (T3361) 

735501 The quantity of the next lower level trade item (T3361) entered in the trade 
item information must be the same as the number contained in the sample.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine the number of units contained in the sample, and compare it to 
the quantity stated in the trade item information. 
Please note! 
When performing a preliminary check of a prototype or an identical existing item, the outer case 
must be filled with product samples of the same dimensions as the units contained in the real item, 
but the included items don’t need to have the same GTIN as the real included item. 
If the outer case is a reusable crate (SRS) the quantity of next lower level trade item is not checked 
and the result is N/A.  

Child trade item, GTIN (T2045) 

735521 The Child trade item, GTIN (T2045) in the trade item information must be the 
same as the GTIN of the item included in the sample.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the GTIN in the trade item information is the same as the 
GTIN(s) on the items included in the sample.  
Please note! 
The Child trade item, GTIN is not included in the total result of a preliminary check (of a prototype or 
a variant-based item).  

 

6.4 Dimensions 

Trade item measurements, width (T4017) 

735503 The Trade item width (T4017) in the trade item information must be the 

same as the width of the sample.  
OK/NOK 

Trade item measurements, depth (T4018) 

735504 The Trade item depth (T4018) in the trade item information must be the 

same as the depth of the sample. 
OK/NOK 

Trade item measurements, height (T4019) 

735505 The Trade item height (T4019) in the trade item information must be the 

same as the height of the sample. 
OK/NOK 
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How is the quality assurance performed? 
Validoo measures sampled according to GS1 standard och uses caliper and ruler. Read more 
about this: GDSN Package Measurement Rules .  
Please note! 
GS1 standard dictates how an item is measured. The measurements are defined depending on if 
the item is a consumer pack, the items front and if the content forms the packaging. The 
measurements are not defined by how the product is positioned in stores. Take special care 
to find out how your specific item should be measured. 
Example: 

  
Watch the instruction video on measurement methods. 
There are different tolerances depending on if the item is a consumer trade item or not, and on the 
packaging type and packaging material. The tolerances are described in GDSN Package 
Measurement Rules. The quality assurance report from Validoo Q-lab will show which tolerance 
applies to your specific item. 

 

Trade item gross weight (T4020) 

735506 The Trade item gross weight (T4020) in the trade item information must be 
the same as the weight of the sample.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
The sample is weighed on a digital scale. Validoo does not add together the weight of contained 
individual items to calculate the weight of a case, the real total gross weight is always weighed on 
the scale. 
The Trade item gross weight (T4020) must be within the tolerance of the weight of the sample. The 
tolerances are described in the GDSN Package Measurement Rules. The quality assurance report 
from Validoo Q-lab will show which tolerance applies to your specific item. 
Non-orderable consumer trade items with a weight below 6.8 kg will be measured without any 
tolerance. An example of this is items packed in an outer package, for example several bags of 
candy pack in a larger box for delivery. The weight of the outer package (the box) must be within 
the tolerance, but not the individual bag of candy. 
Orderable consumer trade items with a weight below 6.8 kg will be measured according to GDSN 
Package Measurement Rules. This rule applies for example when the consumer trade unit is 
packed straight on a pallet without any outer package, like big pillows (with a weight below 6.8 kg) 
loaded directly on a pallet. 
Tolerances specified for non-consumer items are not used for items with a linear dimension = 6.25 
in (160mm) or less (determined independently for depth, width, height). Gross Weight = 5.0lbs 
(2.27) kg or less. 
Simpy put: the item weight will always be quality assured by Validoo Q-lab via the outer package. If 
the outer package is within tolerance, the inner packages ought to be likewise within tolerance. 

http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Trade-Item-Information/Measurement-rules/
http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Trade-Item-Information/Measurement-rules/videos-about-measurement-rules/
http://www.gs1.se/matregler
http://www.gs1.se/matregler
http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Trade-Item-Information/Measurement-rules/
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Please note! 
Validoo Q-lab does NOT check if the item has a maximum weight of 15 kg, which is a health and 
safety recommendation used by most buyers. 
For preliminary check of a prototype the trade item gross weight is not included in the total result of 
the item. If the outer case is a reusable crate (SRS) the result will be N/A.  
The result of the check of gross weight of ALL consumer items is not included in the items total 
result.  

Nesting increment (T3378) 

735537 Nesting increment (T3378) in the trade item information must be the same 
as the nesting increment of the sample.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
Validoo measures the nesting increment of the sample and check if it is within the tolerance of the 
value in Nesting increment (T3378) in the trade item information. 
This picture defines the nesting increment: 

 

Net content (T0082) 

735509 Net content (T0082) in the trade item information must be the same as the 
content stated on the sample. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Net content (T0082) in the trade item information is 
the same as on the sample. For an item which has two net contents stated on the sample (ie 
drained weight and total content) then one of the two quantities must be specified in the trade item 
information. 
 
Decimal point (“.”) and comma (“,”) are both approved for punctuation in Net content, which can 
have up to three decimal places. However, the recommendation is to not enter zeros after decimal 
point, ie 39,000. 
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Measurement unit code (T3780) corresponding to Net content (T0082) 

735530 Measurement unit code (T3780) in the trade item information must be the 

same as the measurement unit for net content on the sample for a consumer 

unit.  

OK/NOK 

Descriptive size (T3338) 

735511 Descriptive size (T3338) in the trade item information must be the same as 

the size stated on a sample which is a consumer pack with a barcode. 
OK/NOK 

Descriptive size is mandatory in the trade item information for consumer items with a barcode to be 
sold in stores.  
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Descriptive size (T3338) in the trade item information 
is the same as on the sample. 
The descriptive size makes it easier for consumers to understand which item is associated with 
which shelf-edge label. Validoo Q-lab therefore compares the value given in the trade item 
information with the size given on the front of the package. If the package is labelled with several 
descriptive sizes, the one in the largest font is used for comparison. 
Example 1: A box of tablets shows 23 grams in large print and 23 tablets with smaller text. 

• 23 gram is given in the trade item information, which is considered OK. 

• 23 pieces is given in the trade item information which gives a warning (since it is not a 
formal error, but not recommended as it is easier for the consumer to read 23 grams due to 
the larger text.) 

Example 2: A package has 20 items in large print on the front, on the back it says 20 grams. 

• 20 items is specified in the trade item information which is considered OK. 

• 20 pieces is specified in the trade item information which is considered OK. 

• 20 grams is specified in the trade item information which is considered NOK. 
Validoo Q-lab will only check the back or sides of a package for a printed size, when such is 
missing on the front. 

 

735512 Descriptive size (T3338) in the trade item information for a consumer pack 
must follow the rules that are specified in the Business Document 
Specification. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Descriptive size (T3338) in the trade item information 
follows all rules in the Guidelines for Trade Item Information  
The following rules apply for Description short (T3337) and Descriptive size (T3338): 

• The following characters must not be used at the end of abbreviated words - Comma (,) - 
Period (.) - Semicolon (;) 

• Period (.) shall be used as a decimal point in numeric values, e.g. 2.8% 

• A slash (/) shall be used as a separator between similar properties such as colour or 
flavour, e.g. WHITE/GREEN, STRAWBERRY/REDCURRANT 

• For multipacks the number in the pack should be followed by the letter “p”, ie a multipack of 
four individual units is 4p 

• The number of servings in an item should be shown (if relevant) followed by PORT, e.g. 12 
PORT 

• Any accessories included in the item should be stated as part of the product, e.g. 
PANCAKES w/JAM, OLIVES w/ ANCHOVIES 

 

http://www.gs1.se/globalassets/artikelinformation/trade-item-information-guideline.pdf
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Price comparison measurement (T0147) 

735522 Price comparison measurement (T0147 in the trade item information must 
be the same as the sample if it is a consumer item and is marked with the 
contents.  

OK/NOK 

The Price comparison measurement value is the content that the consumer is assumed to 
consume. The consumer can for example consume the product when it is diluted or drained. 
The Swedish National Food Agencies recommendations on drained weight should be followed: For 
a product in a fluid (for example oil, salt water or juice), the fluid should be considered as part of the 
content when the fluid may be used by the consumer. See www.slv.se for more information. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Price comparison measurement (T0147) in the trade 
item information is the same as the content stated on the sample. 

Measurement unit code (T3780) corresponding to Price comparison 
measurement (T0147) 

735531 Measurement unit code (T3780) in the trade item information must be the 

same as the measurement unit for content on the sample for a consumer 

unit.  

OK/NOK 

 

6.5 Data carrier/Barcode 

Location and form of barcode (M0000) 

735535 Location and form of barcode on an outer package must follow GS1 General 
Specifications.  

OK/NOK/

Warning 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made of how the barcode is applied, and where it is placed. The location of the 
barcode should make it easy to read and able to handle wear and tear. This entails that the barcode 
should not be placed over a perforation, seam, ridge or fold. It should not have anything covering it, 
which may disturb the scanning of the barcode. This quality assurance is performed only on items 
marked non-consumer item in the trade item information. 
Read more here 

Data carrier family type code (T0187) 

735538 Data carrier family type code (T0187) in the trade item information must be 
the same as the type of data carrier on the sample. 

OK/NOK 

Data carriers are grouped in different families. The correct code must be chosen for the barcode 
type that is identified by the bar code verifier.  
Read more about codes here  
Read more about barcode labelling here 
The barcode must be readable for the barcode family type to be checked. If the barcode is not 
readable the result will be NOK. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
Validoo Q-lab scans the barcode using a barcode verifier: Axicon 6025-S. 

 

735539 For an outer case (non-consumer unit) with variable weight, the data carrier 

type must be GS1-128. 
OK/NOK 

http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/basic-documentation/
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/
http://www.gs1.se/en/GS1-in-practice/Barcode-labelling/
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735541 There must be parentheses around the AI (Application Identifiers) in the 
numbers below the barcode of type GS1-128 on an outer package. 

OK/ 

NOK 

Barcode dimension (M0007) 

735543 The barcode height must be within the tolerances of GS1 General 

Specifications. 

 

OK/ 

Warning 

Figure showing barcode height: 

 
 

 

735544 The barcode module width (also called x-dimension which is the width of the 
thinnest bar) must be within the tolerances of GS1 General Specifications. 

OK/ 

Warning 

 

735545 The barcode’s light margins must be within the tolerances of GS1 General 

Specifications 

OK/ 

Warning 

Figure showing barcode light margins on both sides or the bars: 

 
 

To get a complete result and to ensure that any warnings recieved for barcode height, module width 
(X-dimension) and/or light margins do not affect the barcodes legibility, a GS1 BarcodeCheck is 
recommended.  
A summary of the size limits defined for carriers EAN-8, EAN-13, ITF-14 and GS1-128 in the GS1 
General Specifications can be seen here. 
 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
Validoo Q-lab scans the barcode using a barcode verifier: Axicon 6025-S. 

 

http://www.gs1.se/en/Support/gs1-barcodecheck/
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Capture/Size-Guide/
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Location and form of barcode (M0000) 

735548 A barcode must be printed or placed on the sample.  OK/NOK/

Warning 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made of how the barcode is applied, and where it is placed. This quality assurance 
is performed only on items marked consumer item in the trade item information. 

Common reasons for Warning 

• The barcode is printed or placed on an uneven surface.  

• The barcode is printed on a label where the glue has become loose.  

Common reasons for a not approved result (NOK) 

• The barcode is printed or placed over a perforation, seam, ridge or fold. 

• The barcode is too near a corner, glue joint or weld. 

• The barcode is placed so the package’s or product’s colour affects readability. 

• The barcode is hidden by a tab, tape or similar. 

• Stretch film, wrapping or something similar covers the barcode. 

• The barcode is printed on a label which has been folded.  

• The barcode is printed on a label which is stapled on and the staples cover the barcode or 
its quiet zones. 

Legibility of barcode (M0001) 

735550 The barcode on an outer package (non-consumer unit) must be readable by 
ISO-verified equipment. 

OK/NOK/

Warning 

Possible results: 
• A=OK 
• B=OK 
• C=OK 

• D=Warning (but OK if barcode type is ITF-14) 
• F=NOK 

If the barcode is not readable (NR), the result is NOK. This can occur if the barcode is in such bad 
shape so that the verification equipment can’t identify it as a barcode. 
ITF-14: The barcode is checked with an ISO-verfied equipment which gives the result: A, B, C, D or 
F. For ITF 14 printed on cardboard A, B, C and D are considered OK. The result F is NOK. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
Validoo Q-lab scans the barcode using a barcode verifier: Axicon 6025-S. 
Please note! 
It is not possible to verify a barcode with a scanner. If you need a further analysis of the result, 
contact your supplier of barcodes or Validoo BarcodeCheck. 
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GS1 Application Identifier (M0010) NEW 2017-09-19 

735708 If an outer case has variable weight and is marked with a barcode of type 

GS1-128 including application identifiers (10), (15) or (310x) then the batch 

number, the best before-date and the net weight must be the same as the 

scanned values. 

OK/NOK 

The batch number, best before-date and the net weight that is read when scanning the barcode 
must be the same as the numbers printed below the barcode next to the corresponding application 
identifier (10), (15) or (310x) in the GS1-128 barcode. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check of the numbers printed under the barcode is compared to the scanned result from a 
barcode verifier: Axicon 6025-S. 

Application Identifier, Batch number (10) NEW 2017-09-19 

735100 If a GS1-128 barcode includes AI (10) Batch number it must follow GS1 
standard. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check of the barcode is made to ensure that the application identifier follows the GS1 
standard. Read more here.  

 

735702 If the batch number is printed on the label of the sample it must be the same 
batch number as in the barcode. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine which batch number is printed on the sample and compared to 
the numbers in the barcode. 

Application Identifier, Best before date (15) NEW 2017-09-19 

735704 If a GS1-128 barcode includes AI (15) Best before date it must follow GS1 
standard. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check of the barcode is made to ensure that the application identifier follows the GS1 
standard. Read more here.  

 

735705 If the best before date is printed on the label of the sample it must be the 
same best before date as in the barcode. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine which best before date is printed on the sample and compared 
to the numbers in the barcode. 

Application Identifier, Net weight (310X) NEW 2017-09-19 

735706 If the item is marked as Variable weight=TRUE (T0186) in the trade item 
information, the outer case must have a GS1-128 type barcode which 
includes AI(310X) and follow GS1 standard.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made of the barcode digits and barcode type to see if it is a GS1-128 type code 
and that AI(310X) is included and that the barcode follows the GS1 standard. Read more here. 

 

735707 If the net weight is printed on the label of the sample it must be the same net 
weight as in the barcode. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine which net weight is printed on the sample and compared to the 
numbers in the barcode. 

http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Capture/gs1-128/
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Capture/gs1-128/
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Capture/gs1-128/
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6.6 Marks 

Trade item date on packaging format name (T3362) 

735507 If a date is printed on the consumer package the Trade item date on 
packaging format name (T3362) in the trade item information must be the 
same as the date format on the sample.  

OK/NOK 

Best before date or Expiry date is mandatory for many food products. 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to determine if the package has a date marked on it. 
The format of the date on the package is compared to that in the trade item information, and it must 
not be obviously incorrect.  
See the table below for examples: 

Format in trade 
item information 

Format on 
package 

Result Coment 

YYYY-DDD 01-14-2012 NOK It is obvious that the format in the information is 
different from the package. 

YY-MM-DD 12-11-12 OK In this case Validoo Q-lab can not determine if 
the year-month-day are printed correctly and will 
assume that the information is correct. 

YYYY-MM-DD 16-01-22 OK Year, month and day är in the correct order, but 
the number of positions of the year is incorrect. 
The check will still be OK since it is clear what is 
meant.  

 

• All separators are approved. Example: 2008-08-08 is printed on the package, but 
YYYY.MM.DD is given in trade item information. This is OK. 
 

• The information in the trade item information may not exceed 10 characters. This means 
that you cannot enter dd-mmm-yyyy, which is 11 characters. If a date with format dd-mmm-
yyyy is printed on the packaging, the format dd-mm-yyyy should be given in the trade item 
information, which is OK.  

Please note! 
This is not checked when Validoo Q-lab performs a preliminary quality assurance.  
If the sample is not in a package, ie bakeoff-bread or baking potatoes, Validoo Q-lab will check the 
date format on the outer case. Therefore it is important to specify the date format in the information. 

Packaging marked diet allergen code (T4028) 

735523 If the sample is a consumer item marked with any diet or allergen marks the 
marks should be the same as Packaging marked diet allergen code (T4028) 
in the trade item information.  

OK/NOK 

The code value must follow the code list shown here.  
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to ensure that the code(s) in the trade item information are corresponding to 
any marks on the sample. 
Example of a diet allergen mark: 

 
 

http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4028-packaging-marked-diet-allergen-code/
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Packaging marked free from code (T4031) 

735525 If the sample is a consumer item and/or base unit marked with any “free 

from” marks the marks should be the same as Packaging marked free 

from code (T4031) in the trade item information.  

OK/NOK 

The code value must follow the code list shown here.  
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to ensure that the code(s) in the trade item information are corresponding to 
any marks on the sample. 

Packaging marked label accreditation code (T3777) 

735700 If the sample is a consumer item and/or base unit marked with any 

accredited marks the marks should be the same as Packaging marked 

label accreditation code (T3777) in the trade item information.  

OK/NOK 

The code value must follow the code list shown here.  
How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to ensure that the code(s) in the trade item information are corresponding to 
any marks on the sample. 
Exception for FSC marks: 
If the sample is marked with a FSC mark that regards only the packaging material the code for FSC 
does not have to be filled in Packaging marked label accreditation code (T3777) in the trade item 
information. 
Examples of accredited marks: 

      
Falken, KRAV and the Crossed Grain Symbol. 

 

  

http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4031-packaging-marked-free-from-code/
http://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3777-packaging-marked-label-accreditation-code/
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6.7 CLP 
CLP stands for “Classification, Labelling and Packaging”. The CLP-regulation concerns the 
classification, labelling and packaging of chemical substances and mixtures. Read more on 
www.kemi.se. 

United Nations dangerous goods number (T0169) 

735546 If there is a UN number on the sample it must be the same as the UN 
number stated in the UN dangerous good number (T0169) in the trade item 
information.  

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
If the sample is labelled with a UN number a visual check is made to ensure that the trade item 
information contains the same UN number.  
Please note! 
Note that quality assurance does NOT check that the UN number is correct for the package 
contents. If the UN number on the sample clearly does not follow the labelling regulation the sample 
is viewed as missing a UN number, which renders the result NOK. A new sample is needed to get 
the result OK. 
 
The figure shows examples of labelling of UN number. 

 

ADR dangerous goods limited quantities code (T4140) 

735547 If the sample is marked with a ADR code the trade item information must 
contain UN Dangerous Goods Number (T0169) and ADR dangerous goods 
limited quantities code (T4140) must be set to "USED", which means that the 
manufacturer follows (“uses”) the regulations concerning limited quantities. 

OK/NOK 

If the trade item may be transported according to the regulations for "limited quantities", then the 
package must be marked with a special symbol not containing a UN dangerous goods number. 
 
How is the quality assurance performed? 
When the trade item may be transported according to the regulations for "limited quantities" the 
following information should be included in the trade item information: 

• UN Dangerous goods number (T0169) 

• ADR dangerous goods limited quantities (T4140) with the code value USED. 
If these are not included in the trade item information then the result is NOK. 
 
When Validoo Q-lab quality assures a trade item that may be transported according to the 
regulations for "limited quantities" the following is checked: 

• A UN dangerous goods number is specified in the trade item information (via rule 735546), 
but not that it is the same number as on the package since the symbol on the package does 
not contain a UN Dangerous goods number. 

• The code value for ADR dangerous goods limited quantities (T4140) is "USED". 

 

  

http://www.kemi.se/
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GHS Symbol description code (T3745)  

735601 If a GHS symbol is on the item it must be the same as the code in GHS 
symbol description code (T3745) in the trade item information. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
If the sample is marked with one of the following symbols, the corresponding code must be marked 
in GHS Sympbol description code (T3745) in the trade item information. In case a chemical product 
does not have any symbol on the package, the code ”no code” must be used in the trade item 
information. 

 

Hazard statements description (T5048) 

735602 If Hazard statements description (T5048) is stated in the trade item 
information it must be the same as any hazard statement on the 
sample. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
An exact comparison is made between the trade item information and package. 

Precautionary statements description (T5050) 

735603 If Precautionary statements description (T5050) is stated in the 

trade item information it must be the same as any precautionary 

statement on the sample. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
An exact comparison is made between the trade item information and package. 

GHS signal words code (T5044) 

735604 If GHS signal words is present on package it must correspond with 
the code in GHS signal words code (T5044). 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
An exact comparison is made between the trade item information and package. In the example 
below the text “Danger” under the symbol must correspond to the code “DANGER” in GHS signal 
words code (T5044) in the trade item information. If there is no text under the symbol the code 
“UNSPECIFIED” must be stated. 
Example: 

 
  Danger 
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6.8 Food and beverage 

Number of servings (T4092) 

735001 If Number of servings (T4092) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 
information the information must be exactly the same. 

OK/NOK 

Number of smallest units per package (T4036) 

735002 If Number of smallest units per package (T4036) is both on the packaging 

and in the trade item information the information must be exactly the same.  

OK/NOK 

Maximum number of smallest units per package (T4093) 

735003 If Maximum number of smallest units per package (T4093) is both on the 
packaging and in the trade item information the information must be exactly 
the same. 

OK/NOK 

Ingredient statement (T4088) 

735004 If Ingredient statement (T4088) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be exactly the same. 

OK/NOK 

Ett på förpackningen markerat (fetstilt, understruket, kursivt etc) ord likställs med en versal i 
artikelinformationen. 

An ingredient which is highlighted on the packaging (ie underlined, bold, italic) is equated with 
CAPITAL letters in the trade item information.  

If several languages, for example Swedish/Norwegian/Danish, are used for the ingredient statement 
on the package, then this text must be identical to Ingredient statement (T4088) in the trade item 
information. Read more about the recommendations for Ingredient statement in the Guidelines for 
trade item information.  

How is the quality assurance performed? 
An exact comparison is made between packaging and trade item information. 
Words in the ingredient statement that are are highlighted on the package (ie bold, underlined, 
italic) must be written in CAPITAL letters in the trade item information. There are exceptions in EU 
regulation 1169/2011 artikel 19d concerning certain products (ie milk, cheese, youghurt). These 
should however still be identified with correct allergen type codes in T4078 which is checked in rule 
735101. 
Common reasons for result NOK: 

• The information is both on the packaging and in the trade item information but the 

information is not exactly the same. 

o Example: In the ingredient statement on the package it is stated that the product 

contains “orange juice”. In the Ingredient statement (T4088) in the trade item 

Information, “freshly squeezed orange juice” is stated. Result is NOK. 

o Example: The ingredient statement on the sample contains the word “flour”, but in 

the Ingredient statement (T4088) the word “floor” is written. Result is NOK. 

• The ingredients are on the packaging but not in the trade item information.  

• Part of a highlighted ingredient on the package is not fully written in CAPITAL letters in the 

trade item information. Ie. wheatflour on the pack is WHEATflour in the information. The 

check in Validoo Q-lab is for 100% identical information. 

http://www.gs1.se/globalassets/artikelinformation/trade-item-information-guideline.pdf
http://www.gs1.se/globalassets/artikelinformation/trade-item-information-guideline.pdf
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Allergen type code (T4078) 

735101 All highlighted words on the packaging shall have a corresponding Allergen 
type code (T4078) selected in the trade item information. 

OK/NOK 

Level of containment code (T4079) 

735014 The level of containment (T4079) in the trade item information must be the 

same as on the package 
OK/NOK 

Codes: 

• CONTAIN 

• MAY_CONTAIN 

6.9 Nutritional values 

Preparation state (T4069) 

735005 If Preparation state (T4069) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 
information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

The Preparation state identifies which set of nutritional values to be considered, if there are several. 
Nutritional values are mandatory for many types of food and can sometimes be expressed in values 
after preparation (if there are sufficient preparation instructions on the package). In such cases the 
nutritional values can be stated for the ready-to-eat product. 
 
Example 1: A package contains a mashed potato mix (a powder). The mashed potatoes are 
prepared by adding boiling water to the mix.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
powder.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”PREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
mashed potatoes. 

Example 2: A bag contains a loaf of bread.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” as the nutritional values pertain to the 
bread in the state it is in. 

Example 3: A bottle contains a concentrated drink. The drink is prepared by adding water to the 
concentrate. 

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
concentrate.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”PREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the drink 
after diluting with water. 

Please note: 
If there are nutritional values on the package for both the concentrate and the diluted drink, two 
separate nutritional tables should be entered in the trade item information, each with its own 
preparation state “UNPREPARED” and “PREPARED” respectively.  

Daily value intake reference (T4070) 

735006 If Daily value intake reference (T4070) is both on the packaging and in the 

trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 
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Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) 

735102 If Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical.  

OK/NOK 

Measurement unit code (T3780) for Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) 

735008 If Measurement unit code (T3780) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

The measurement unit pertaining to the nutrient basis quantity which is mandatory for each set of 
nutritional values. 

Nutrient type code (T4073) 

735009 If Nutrient type code (T4073) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 

information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Quantity contained (T4074) 

735010 If Quantity contained (T4074) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 

information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Measurement unit code (T3780) for Quantity contained (T4074) 

735011 If Measurement unit code (T3780) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Daily value intake percent (T4076) 

735012 If Daily value intake percent (T4076) is both on the packaging and in the 

trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Measurement precision code (T4075) 

735016 If Measurement precision code (T4075) is both on the packaging and in the 
trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Codes: 

• APPROXIMATELY 

• LESS THAN 
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6.10 Components 
These rules apply only to products composed of different components without unique GTINs. 
For example a Pizza Dinner Set including a dough and a sauce without individual GTINs. To 
use the component-setup in the trade item information, separate ingredient statements and 
nutrient values need to be present on the package (ie the Pizza Dinner Set) for each 
component respectively.  

Component description (T3835) 

735709 The Component description (T3835) in the trade item information must make 

it possible to distinguish which physical component it is relating to. 
OK/NOK 

Net content (T0082) (for Components) 

735509 Net content (T0082) in the trade item information must be the same as the 
content stated on the sample. 

OK/NOK 

How is the quality assurance performed? 
A visual check is made to make sure that the Net content (T0082) in the trade item information is 
the same as on the sample. For an item which has two net contents stated on the sample (ie 
drained weight and total content) then one of the two quantities must be specified in the trade item 
information. 
 
Decimal point (“.”) and comma (“,”) are both approved for punctuation in Net content, which can 
have up to three decimal places. However, the recommendation is to not enter zeros after decimal 
point, ie 39,000. 

Ingredient statement (T4088) (for Components) 

735004 If Ingredient statement (T4088) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be exactly the same. 

OK/NOK 

Ett på förpackningen markerat (fetstilt, understruket, kursivt etc) ord likställs med en versal i 
artikelinformationen. 

An ingredient which is highlighted on the packaging (ie underlined, bold, italic) is equated with 
CAPITAL letters in the trade item information.  

If several languages, for example Swedish/Norwegian/Danish, are used for the ingredient statement 
on the package, then this text must be identical to Ingredient statement (T4088) in the trade item 
information. Read more about the recommendations for Ingredient statement in the Guidelines for 
trade item information.  

How is the quality assurance performed? 
An exact comparison is made between packaging and trade item information. 
Words in the ingredient statement that are are highlighted on the package (ie bold, underlined, 
italic) must be written in CAPITAL letters in the trade item information. There are exceptions in EU 
regulation 1169/2011 artikel 19d concerning certain products (ie milk, cheese, youghurt). These 
should however still be identified with correct allergen type codes in T4078 which is checked in rule 
735101. 
Common reasons for result NOK: 

• The information is both on the packaging and in the trade item information but the 

information is not exactly the same. 

http://www.gs1.se/globalassets/artikelinformation/trade-item-information-guideline.pdf
http://www.gs1.se/globalassets/artikelinformation/trade-item-information-guideline.pdf
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o Example: In the ingredient statement on the package it is stated that the product 

contains “orange juice”. In the Ingredient statement (T4088) in the trade item 

Information, “freshly squeezed orange juice” is stated. Result is NOK. 

o Example: The ingredient statement on the sample contains the word “flour”, but in 

the Ingredient statement (T4088) the word “floor” is written. Result is NOK. 

• The ingredients are on the packaging but not in the trade item information.  

• Part of a highlighted ingredient on the package is not fully written in CAPITAL letters in the 

trade item information. Ie. wheatflour on the pack is WHEATflour in the information. The 

check in Validoo Q-lab is for 100% identical information. 

Preparation state (T4069) (for Components) 

735005 If Preparation state (T4069) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 
information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

The Preparation state identifies which set of nutritional values to be considered, if there are several. 
Nutritional values are mandatory for many types of food and can sometimes be expressed in values 
after preparation (if there are sufficient preparation instructions on the package). In such cases the 
nutritional values can be stated for the ready-to-eat product. 
 
Example 1: A package contains a mashed potato mix (a powder). The mashed potatoes are 
prepared by adding boiling water to the mix.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
powder.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”PREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
mashed potatoes. 

Example 2: A bag contains a loaf of bread.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” as the nutritional values pertain to the 
bread in the state it is in. 

Example 3: A bottle contains a concentrated drink. The drink is prepared by adding water to the 
concentrate. 

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”UNPREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the 
concentrate.  

• The Preparation state (T4069) is ”PREPARED” if the nutritional values pertain to the drink 
after diluting with water. 

Please note: 
If there are nutritional values on the package for both the concentrate and the diluted drink, two 
separate nutritional tables should be entered in the trade item information, each with its own 
preparation state “UNPREPARED” and “PREPARED” respectively.  

Daily value intake reference (T4070) (for Components) 

735006 If Daily value intake reference (T4070) is both on the packaging and in the 

trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) (for Components) 

735102 If Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical.  

OK/NOK 
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Measurement unit code (T3780) for Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) (for 

Components) 

735008 If Measurement unit code (T3780) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

The measurement unit pertaining to the nutrient basis quantity which is mandatory for each set of 
nutritional values. 

Nutrient type code (T4073) (for Components) 

735009 If Nutrient type code (T4073) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 

information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Quantity contained (T4074) (for Components) 

735010 If Quantity contained (T4074) is both on the packaging and in the trade item 

information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Measurement unit code (T3780) for Quantity contained (T4074) (for 
Components) 

735011 If Measurement unit code (T3780) is both on the packaging and in the trade 

item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Daily value intake percent (T4076) (for Components) 

735012 If Daily value intake percent (T4076) is both on the packaging and in the 

trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 

Measurement precision code (T4075) (for Components) 

735016 If Measurement precision code (T4075) is both on the packaging and in the 
trade item information the information must be identical. 

OK/NOK 
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Appendix 
 
Quality assurance rule per sample type 
The table below shows which rules are checked for each type of sample respectively. Please 
note that this does not pertain to the rules in the Food and beverage-group. These are 
checked for all sample types. 
 
X = compared to physical sample  
Xx = compared to printing original/artwork   
T = value read from the trade item information of the GTIN entered in Referenced trade item 
(T3793) 
 -  = Not included 
( - ) = Not included in the overall result 
*This sample type will only generate a preliminary result. Production sample is the only 
sample type that will be subject to a complete assurance. 
 
 

 SAMPLE TYPE Production 
Sample 

Variant 
Master* 

Identic Existing* Prototype* 
With printorginal 

attached on product or 
as paper copy 

RULE  
ID 

PACKAGE LEVEL 
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735501 Number of units in 
item (T3361) 

X X Xx (-) T X X X X 

735502 Item name (T0018) X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735503 Trade item width 
(T4017) 

X X T T X X X X 

735504 Trade item depth 
(T4018) 

X X T T X X X X 

735505 Trade item height 
(T4019) 

X X T T X X X X 

735506 Trade item gross 
weight (T4020) 

X / (-) X T / (-) T X / (-) X -   -  

735507 Packaging marked date 
format (T3362) 

X -  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735509 Net content  (T0082) X - T  -  X  -  X / Xx  -  

735510 Package type (T0137) X X T T X X X X 

735511 Descriptive size, text 
(T3338) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735512 Descriptive size, text 
(T3338) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735513 Trade item 
identification (T0154) 

X X Xx Xx Xx Xx X / Xx X 

735514 Trade item 
identification (T0154) 

X X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735516 Trade item 
identification (T0154) 

X -  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735539 Trade item 
identification (T0154) 

X -  -   -   -   -   -   -  
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735521 Included item or 
service GTIN (T2045) 

X X T ( - ) T ( - ) Xx Xx X / Xx X / Xx 

735522 Price comparison 
measurement value 
(T0147) 

X - Xx  -  X  -  X / Xx  -  

735523 Package marks, diet or 
allergen, code (T4028) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735525 Package marks, free 
from, code (T4031) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735530 Measurement unit 
code (T3780) in 
relation to (T0082) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735531 Measurement unit 
code (T3780) in 
relation to (T0147) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735533 Returnable package 
deposit code (T0148) 

X X T T X X X / Xx X 

735535 Location and form of 
barcode (M0000) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735537 Nesting increment 
(T3378) 

X X T T X X X X 

735538 Data carrier family 
type, code (T0187) 

X X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735539 Data carrier family 
type, code (T0187) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735541 Data carrier family 
type, code (T0187) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735542 Brand name (T0143) X - T  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735543 Barcode dimensions 
(M0007) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735544 Barcode dimensions 
(M0007) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735545 Barcode dimensions 
(M0007) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735546 UN Dangerous Goods 
Number (T0169) 

- X  -  T  -  X  -  X 

735547 ADR dangerous goods 
limited quantities code 
(T4140) 

- X  -  T  -  X  -  X 

735548 Location and form of 
barcode (M0000) 

X -  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735550 Legibility of barcode 
(M0001) 

- X  -   -   -   -   -   -  

735552 Packaging function 
(T4124) 

X - Xx  -  Xx  -  X / Xx  -  

735601 GHS symbol 
description code 
(T3745) 

X - Xx - Xx - Xx - 

735602 Hazard statements 
description (T5048) 

X - Xx - Xx - Xx - 
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735603 Precautionary 
statements description 
(T5050) 

X - Xx - Xx - Xx - 

735604 GHS signal words code 
(T5044) 

X - Xx - Xx - Xx - 

735700 Packaging marked 
label accreditation 
code (T3777) 

X - Xx - Xx - X / Xx - 

735701 Maximum 
Temperature (T3796) 

- X - T - Xx - X 

735703 Minimum Temperature 
(T3797) 

- X - T - Xx - X 

735100 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735702 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735704 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735705 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735706 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735707 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

735708 GS1-128 with 
application identifier 
(M0010) 

- X - - - - - - 

 
X = Quality assured against physical sample  
Xx = Quality assured against print original / art work   
T = Value from T4013, Variant based Item   
 -  = Not included 
( - ) = Not included or is affecting overall result 
*This sample type will only generate a preliminary result. Production sample is the only 
sample type that will go thru a full control. 


